Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, August 2018

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com). Amazon will donate .5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to the Society of Architectural Historians whenever you shop on AmazonSmile using this link.

Reader’s Advisory

There may soon be another source for architecture related news. The digital platform rocagallery.com has plans to become a reference point for news and thought about architecture and design. More than 30 international writers are on board to provide content which will be updated every week. See the full article on ArchDaily.

Suggested current periodical readings:


Druebing, Meghan. “Edge of Tomorrow; Reviving five forward-thinking houses built for the 1933 World’s Fair,” Preservation, vol. 70, no. 3, (Summer 2018), 36–44.


O’Malley, Eric M. “The Solar Hemicyle and Sustainability,” Frank Lloyd Wright Quarterly,
vol. 29, no. 2, (Spring 2018), 28–33.

Park, Julia. “Social Housing in an Increasingly Politicised Landscape,” *Architectural Design*, vol. 88, no. 4, (July/August 2018), 136–141.


**Booklist**

**Architects:**


**Architecture, Ancient:**


**Architecture, Modern:**


**Architecture, Postmodern:**


**Architecture – India:**

**Architecture – Italy:**


**Architecture – Japan:**


**Architecture – United Kingdom:**


**Architecture – United States:**


**Architecture – Yugoslavia (1918–1992):**


**Architectural Design:**


**Architectural Exhibitions:**


**Architectural Theory:**


**Building Types:**


Klanten, Robert, Sally Fuls, Sascha Friesike, eds. *It's A Gas!: The Allure of the Gas*


Landscape Architecture:


Masterworks:


**Sustainability:**
